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A total of n items arrive at random. The decision maker must either select or discard the current item. 
Ranks must be assigned to items as they are selected. The decision maker’s goal is to follow a procedure 
that maximises the probability of selecting the m best items and assigning them according to their rank 
order. For m = 1 this is the classical secretary problem. Rose (1982) solved the m = 2 case. Key 
mathematical properties for the general m out of n problem are developed: functional equations 
expressing the general problem in terms of lower dimensional problems and theorems regarding the 
structure of optimal strategies are provided. A key optimal stopping result for the general problem is 
provided. Using these results a procedure for solving the above problem for any given m and n is 
developed. Using this algorithm, explicit formulas-similar in form to those for the well known m = 1 
and m = 2 cases-can be derived. As an example, explicit formulas for the previously unsolved m = 3 
finite secretary problem are provided. 
optimal stopping * secretary problem * ranking and selection 
1. Introduction 
In the classical secretary problem, n items arrive at random. Once an item arrives 
it must either be selected or discarded. The goal is to find a strategy that maximises 
the probability of selecting the best item. 
There has been a good deal of interest in the selection problem where more than 
one item is to be selected. The case of maximising the probability of selecting the 
best two candidates was considered by Tamaki (1979a) and Nikolaev (1977). 
Sakaguchi (1979) looked at a similar problem but assumed that each candidate had 
a fixed probability of being available if chosen. Tamaki (1979b) found the policy 
that maximises the probability of obtaining either the best or second best item when 
two choices are available. Vanderbei (1980) considered the general problem of 
finding a strategy that maximises the probability of finding the best k items. In the 
above papers the decision maker was not required to assign ranks to his choices. 
Kennedy (1986) assumed that assignment of job i to a candidate whose true rank 
is j earns a reward of pjX, where {pi} is a sequence of fixed constants and Xi are 
random variables. Here the objective is to find the strategy that maximises the total 
expected reward earned when exactly one job must be assigned to each person. 
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Sakaguchi (1978) and Gilbert and Mosteller (1966) provide results for the situation 
where the goal is to maximise the probability that the best candidate is one of m 
choices. Henka (1970) considered the problem where m choices are allowed and 
the goal is to minimise the sum of the actual ranks of those selected. Much is also 
known on the classical secretary problem with general utility functions. A good 
review of this material and related results can be found in Freeman (1983). 
The problem of what to do when more than one item is to be selected and ranks 
must be assigned has proven to be difficult. Rose (1982) introduced this problem 
and found the strategy that maximises the probability of selecting and correctly 
ranking the best two items. Tamaki (1984) posed the general m out of n problem. 
He then demonstrated the complexity of the problem by solving the m = 3 case for 
the infinite secretary formulation. The advantage of the infinite secretary problem 
is that integration replaces summation, thus making proofs and derivations somewhat 
easier than for the finite secretary case. The problem of selecting and ranking the 
best m of a group of randomly arriving items can arise in many applications. For 
instance, an organisation might want to assign the most difficult of a group of 
randomly arriving projects to ne mr.rst capable person, the second most difficult to 
the second most capable person, etc. A personnel manager with m different positions 
available, each at a different level, would want to select the best m applicants and 
assign them in rank order to the available positions. 
In the present paper, the general problem of selecting and assigning ranks to m 
out of n randomly arriving items is considered. For m = 2, this is the problem 
considered by Rose (1982). 
This paper shows that the general m out of n problem can be considered as a 
sequence of tractable subproblems. This mathematical property enables one to easily 
solve any given m out of n problem. As an example, Section 5 contains explicit 
and easily applied formulas for the previously unsolved m = 3 finite secretary 
formulation. Of course, assignment problems with more general utility functions 
are of great interest. For instance, Tamaki (1986) investigated the case where two 
items are to be selected and the decision maker receives a reward of 1 for correctly 
selecting and ranking the best two items and a reward of c E [0, l] for correctly 
identifying only the best item. Let Ai denote the actual rank of the candidate assigned 
the rank i when m out of n are selected and ranked. Let U(A,, . . . , A,,,) denote 
the utility sf assigning the ranks 1, . . . , m to the candidates whose actual ranks are 
A,, . . . , A, respectively. Tamaki (1979a), Nikolaev (1977), Sakaguchi (1979) and 
Vanderbei (1980) all assume that the utility function is of’the form: U(A, , . . . , A,,,) 
equals 1 if {A ,,..., A,}G{l,..., m} and 0 otherwise. Tamaki (1979b) considers 
the case where U(A,, AZ) equals 1 if either A, or A, belongs to {1,2} and equals 
0 otherwise. The above utility functions are quite restrictive. In general, a decision 
maker would have a preference ordering over the set of possible outcomes 
{(A,,..., A,)j. Within this framework, the outcome (1, . . . , m) should be assigned 
the highest utility. However, it is only for the special case where m = 2 that results 
using this preference ordering have been obtained. Thus, a general problem of 
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interest is to find a procedure that maximises the expected utility for any given 
utility function. Before progress can be made on this general problem, it needs to 
be demonstrated that a feasible procedure for maximising the probability of correctly 
selecting and ranking the best m of n candidates can be found. Hence, this paper 
considers the case where the utility function is defined as follows: U(A, , . _ . , A,,,) 
equals 1 if A, = 1, . . . , A, = m and equals 0 otherwise. It is hoped that the mathemati- 
cal structure identified for this m out of n problem of this paper will provide a 
stepping stone towards solving problems with more general utility functions. 
A formal statement of the problem is provided in Section 2. The optimal stopping 
problem of when to make the first selection is considered in Section 3, where it is 
shown that there exists a time beyond which the first item to arrive with a rank of 
1 relative to all preceding arrivals should be selected. An easily implemented 
recursive procedure for solving the general m selection and assignment problem is 
given in Section 4. In Section 5, both Rose’s (1982) results and the classical secretary 
problem results are rederived. This section also contains explicit formulas for the 
m = 3 case. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
The quantities n and m are assumed fixed throughout the theoretical development 
in the paper. However, as will be seen, the solution of the m out of n problem will 
involve solving other similar problems. Hence the notation that follows will be 
defined for a general s out of k problem. 
Fix s and k, where s G k. A total of k items or candidates arrive one at a time. 
It is assumed that all items can be ranked from 1 to k with 1 representing the best 
and k the worst of the k items. The decision maker is required to select and correctly 
rank the best s of the k items. When an item arrives it must immediately be selected 
and assigned a rank or it must be discarded. 
Let {A,}:Ef denote the stochastic arrival process of actual ranks, i.e. A, is the 
actual rank of the item arriving at time r. The value of A, will not be known until 
all k items have arrived. However, the rank of the item arriving at time r relative 
to all previous arrivals is known at time r. The items are assumed to arrive randomly, 
i.e. each realisation of the sequence A,, A,, . . . , Ak occurs with probability equal 
to l/k! It may be helpful when reading some of the proofs in later sections to recall 
that A r+,,...., Ak are independent of the relative ranks observed up to and including 
time r. Let R, denote the event {A, > Ai, Vi < r} that the rth item to arrive is better 
than all of the items that previously arrived. RT will denote the complement of the 
event R,. Let 0, denote the event {A, > s, Vi< r}. (In order to keep track of the 
notation, the letter A will exclusively be used for actual ranks, R for relative rank, 
D for items that are ‘dead’ - i.e. ranks greater than s. Similarly, as will be seen in 
the next paragraphs, H will be reserved for a history of decisions and S for 
successfully ranking all items.) 
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At each stage, the decision maker must choose an action i E (0, 1, . . . , s}. Choice 
of i = 0 corresponds to not selecting the current candidate. Choice of i # 0 corre- 
sponds to selecting and assigning the rank of i to the current candidate. For 
each r E (1,. . . , k}, let (0, 1, . . . , s} x * * . x (0, 1, . . . , s} and {1,2,. . . , r} x * . * x 
{1,2, . . . , r} be denoted by Hz and M’ respectively, where each of the Cartesian 
products consists of exactly r factors. At stage r 2 2 - after the rth candidate has 
arrived but before any action regarding this candidate has been taken - the decision 
maker has the following information available: (i) the sequence in EIP’ giving the 
history of past decisions, and (ii) the sequence {aj,,}jEy E M’ where u,,, E M’ is the 
rank of the jth arrival relative to the first r arrivals. A strategy 6 for this problem 
is simply a sequence (6,)::: where 6, E Ht and 6,: M’ x H:-‘+ (0, 1,. . . , s} for 
r > 2, i.e. 6, is a function giving the action that should be taken at stage r. Let A 
denote the set of all such strategies. 
For any 8 E A, the probability that the decision maker will correctly select and 
rank the best s out of k items by using 6 is 
(1) 
where IcA,+) is the indicator function of the event {A, < s}. A strategy 8 E A is 
defined to be optimal if it maximises (1) over all strategies in A. Let 8” ={sT}:E’; 
be such an optimal strategy. Then define S,,, to be the event 
(2) 
that the decision maker will be successful with strategy 6”. 
For (r, i) ~(1,. . . , k} x(0,. . . , s}, define 8”={8~‘}:Ifi to be a strategy that 
maximises (1) over (6 E A: 6, = & =. * * = Svpl = 0, 6, = ij. Let S,i denote the event 
The event S,,i may be described as the event that the decision maker will be successful 
in selecting and ranking the best s out of k items if he does not select any of the 
first r - 1 arrivals, takes action i at stage r and thereafter proceeds optimally. 
Strictly spreaking the quantities k and s should appear on all of the symbols that 
have been defined above. However, to simplify the notation, the following convention 
will be used: Pk,s[ .] will denote the probability function for the problem of ranking 
and selecting s out of k items; thus everything in the square brackets to the right 
of the Pk,s is assumed to refer to the s out of k problem. For much of the beginning 
of this paper, where there is no risk of ambiguity, I’,,,[ .] will be written as P[ -1. 
Note that Pk,,[Ar = i] = Pk,JAr = i]. However, Pk,,[Sr,i] need not equal Pk,z[S,,,], 
since the first S,i is the event defined in (2) or (3) with IcA,Gs) replaced by Ica,sI) 
while the second S,; is defined with ZcA,Gr) replaced by Ica,G-2). 
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For any given j, Pj will denote the probability of correctly ranking all j of j 
randomly arriving items. 
For any given j and integer k, kj is defined to be k( k - 1). . -(k--j + 1) with kO = 1. 
Once the first assignment has been made, the problem of assigning the remaining 
s - 1 ranks splits into two independent problems. Suppose the first selection occurs 
at time r and is assigned the rank of i. All future decisions should be based in the 
assumption that this assignment is correct. (If it is not, then the probability of 
successfully ranking the s best items will be zero.) This first selection will act as a 
filter dividing all future arrivals into two classes: those with ranks less than i and 
those with ranks greater than i. Assigning the ranks 1,2,. . . , i - 1 reduces to the 
problem of correctly ranking i - 1 randomly arriving items. Assigning the ranks 
i-tl,..., s reduces to the problem of correctly identifying and ranking the best s - i 
of k - i randomly arriving items, assuming that Y - 1 have already been passed over. 
More formally, 
3. Making the first selection for the tn out of n problem 
The first candidate to be selected should have a relative rank of 1 and its arrival 
time, r, should satisfy the following: 
max p[sr,i I RI 2 P[S,oI &I. (4) 
if” 
The purpose of this section is to show that there exists an integer r’, say, such that 
(4) is satisfied for r 2 r’, and violated for r < r’. In other words, the first item to be 
selected should be the first one with a relative rank of 1 that arrives on or after r’. 
This seemingly intuitive result is surprisingly difficult to prove. (The lack of this 
result was the main roadblock to extending the m = 1 and m = 2 results to larger m.) 
The following expressions for P[ S,i) R,] can be established by applying standard 
combinatorial arguments: 
P[sr,,(R,]=(n-r)m PPIS,oIR,,D,] for r=l,2 ,..., n-m, 
ntn 
p[sr,i I Rrl = r(* - rLl 
%?I 
P[Sr,i 1 Rr, 4 = i, or-l1 
for r=l,..., n-m+l, i=l,..., m. (6) 
The following lemma states that for m 2 2 the action space for the first selection 
can be restricted to {Z, . . . , m). For m = 2, this is the same resuit as that provided 
by Theorem 1 of Rose (1982). 
Lemma 1. For m 2 2, the only case where assigning the rank of 1 to thejirst selection 
is optimal is that where m = 2 and the first selection occurs at time n - 1. For this case 
assigning the rank of 2 to the Jirst selection is also optimal. 
Theorem 1. Let r* denote the largest integer smaller than or equal to [n - (rn - l)]/ m. 
Assume that r s r*. If maxi P[ S,,i 1 R,] occurs at some i # 0, then maxi P[S,+,,i) R,,,] 
~~~e^r~~i:~A”~it~9n’efca~~ m = 1 anu m = L, Lmb ~-cbul~ p~uvlucu UGIUW vy LU~U~~~LJ 
1, is needed before a solution procedure for the general problem can be established. 
For m > 2, it is much more difficult to show that if the maximum of P[S,, 1 R,] 
occurs at some i # 0, then the maximum of PIS,+l,i 1 R,,,] must also occur at some 
PIS,O] R;],’ Rose ‘s’hows that r’,,,~&i(n -“1 j.~‘I’~is--~o~6i~~dl~-itfi”t~~ $iCt?‘&t 
r(n - r)/n( n - 1) is an increasing function of r for r c $(n - 1) provides the key 
result tha_t&it is optimal ‘p_>;op- and select at r, it is also optimal to select at r + 1. 
[n(n-1)’ ’ “J’ 
Let rmax = max {r: P[ S,, 1 R,] > r( n - r)/ n (n - 1)). By explicitly calculating 
1 
which, using Lemma 1 or Rose’s Theorem 1, reduces to. ’ . ’ a ’ c ‘* 
problem. 
For m = 2, (4) becomes 
(r+l)/n > fl13r+,,oIKr+,J since Y13,,01K,15 rt3,+,,011‘c,+11. in owner wwub, II IL IS 
optimal to stop and select at r, it is also optimal to select at r+ 1. This is the key 
st,opping,,result needed to esfablish,,,the solution to the classical m = 1 secretary 
For m = 1, expression (4) becomes max{ r/ n, P[ S,, I R,]}. If r/n > P[ S,, I R,], then 
’ fib’i supioge thar the’ l&St s&&on” &-rn%dg at t&e ; & ‘-l’%+1-.-The ‘fe’s;i? 
follows by using (6) and noting that P[S,i I R,, A, = 1, D,-,] = Pmpi/m for i = 1,2, 
P- , <P_-, for m 2 3 and P__, = P,-, for m = 2. 0 
since the probability on the left hand side relates to the problem of ranking m - 1 
out of m - 1 randomly arriving items. Expressions (6) and (7) give the required result. 
arriving items. Hence, for r s n - m, 
PI&,, I R,, A = m, KJ > p[% I R,, A, = 1, LJ, (7) 
oe exeluueu lrum cu~~s~utzauu~~. 1 ut; quauwy 1~ 13 iill III~C~:CI V~~~UCU IQI~UUI~L V~LLLIUIE; 
with PIN>m-lIDrp,, A,=l]>O. If r=l, A,=1 and the rank of 1 is assigned 
to the first candidate then the problem reduces to ranking m - 1 out of n - 1 randomly 
then the problem reduces to ranking m - 1 items out of a pool of size N = 
min{A,, . . . , A,_,} - 2, since all items worse than the first r - 1 items to arrive can 
1. _ --.-lmm J-1 r____ ____:_I___*:__ -FL_ _..__r:r.. XT:_ ^ _ :_&____.._,.._A ___,.I__ .,,..:,l.,, 
Proof. First consider the case where the first selection is made at time r < n - m. If 
r>l,A1>m,..., A,-, > m, A, = 1 and the rank of 1 is assigned to the rth candidate, 
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Proof. Using (6), the fact that P[S,i] R,, A, = i, II_,] is an increasing function of 
r, and the assumption that r< r*, it is clear that 
max P[S,i I RI c max P[Sr+,,i I R+ll. (8) 
if0 ifCl 
By assumption, the left hand side of (8) is no smaller than P[S,,I R,]. The result 
then follows by noting that P[S,+,,,.,I R,,,] G P[S,,,I R,]. 0 
Theorem 1 only applies to values for r that are less than or equal to r*. The next 
step is to remove this restriction. This will be accomplished by Theorem 2 and 
Corollary 1. However, before proceeding to Theorem 2, a preliminary lemma, is 
required. (The proofs of parts (b), (c) and (d) can be found in the Appendix. Part 
(a) follows from comparing (5) with (6).) 
Lemma 2. (a) If no candidates have been selected at times 1,2, . . . , r - 1, then the 
candidate at time r should be selected if its relative rank equals 1 and 
max P[S,,i 1 R,, A, = i, DrPl] 2 r-‘( n - m - r + l)P[S,,,I R,, D,]. 
If0 
(b) P[A,=ilR,,D,_,]= 
n-m-(r-l) -’ 
r 1 . 
Cc) P[A,+,>mID,]=(n-r-m)(n-r))‘. 
(d) Suppose that 
maxPISk,iIRk]?=PISk,oIRk] forallk>r. 
if” 
Then the following inequality must be true: 
Theorem 2. Suppose that r E {r* + 3, . . . , n - m + l}, where r* = largest integer smaller 
than or equal to [n - (m - 1)1/m. Suppose also that maxi P[S,, / R,] occurs at i # 0. 
Then maxi P[S,-,,, I R,_,] occurs at some j # 0. 
Proof. We distinguish two cases. 
(i) rsmin 
1 
k:maxPIS,,,(R,]~PISr,oIRI] tllsk . 
if0 
Fix i # 0 to be the value at which max, P[S,,., I R,] occurs. As in Section 1, define a 
strategy SrXi={S:‘}:I;, where S,E H!,,, 6~‘:M’xH~‘+{O, 1,. .., m} for ts2, and 
S,,i is the event given in (3) with s and k replaced by m and n respectively. A new 
strategy S = {&}:I; will now be defined. Set 8, = s2 = . . . = S,_, = 0, 6,_, = i. For 
t 2 r, let {aj,r}iZ: be a given sequence of relative ranks observed up to and including 
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Lemma 2, part (c), (with n, m and r replaced by n - i, 
and Lemma 2, part (d), to obtain 
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m - i and r - 2, respectively) 
PW,,oI &I, or-,I 112 + 
n-m-(r-l) n-m-r+2 
r 1 n-i-r+2 (10) 
as a lower bound for (9). Hence (10) is also a lower bound for 
m:t P[S,-,,,j I R-I, L, =A 621 
since, from the definition of S,-,,j, this last quantity is at least as large as 
P[SIR,_,, A,_, = i, Dr-J. 
Now apply Lemma 2, part (a), to see that maxi P[S,_,,j 1 R,_,] must occur at a 
nonzero value of j if 
[ 
m+n-m-(r-l) 1 (n-i-r+2)-‘Z=(r-1)-l, r 
i.e. 
mr2-(2m-i)r-nfm-130. 
Since i > 0, it is sufficient to show that 
mr2-2mr-n+m-120. 
The left hand side of the above inequality is an increasing function of r for r 3 1 
and takes the nonnegative value of m-‘( n - m + 1) (n + 1) when r is set equal to 
[n - (m - 1 )]/ m + 2. However, by definition, r >r*+3s[n-(m_l)]/m+2andthe 
proof of case (i) is thus complete. 
(ii) r=min k: max PIS,,i(R1]~PISl,i(RI] VI2 k 
1 I 
. 
if0 
Argue exactly as in case (i) to obtain 
max P[Sr-,,iI Dr-2, K,13 P[L,,o/ Drp2, L11, i 
which contradicts the definition of r. Thus no further cases need to be 
considered. q 
Corollary 1. (a) If the jirst selection has not been made before time r* + 2, then the 
first candidate with a relative rank of 1 that arrives on or after r* + 2 should be selected. 
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(b) If max, f’[Sr,i 1 &I OCCurS at some i # 0, then maXi P[S,+,,i 1 R,,,] must occur 
at some i # 0. 
Proof. (a) If a candidate has not been selected before time n - m + 1, then clearly 
a candidate with relative rank equal to 1 arriving at time n - m + 1 must be selected. 
Backward recursive application of Theorem 2 yields the required result. 
(b) If r a r*+ 1, then the result is true by (a). If IS r*, the result is true by 
Theorem 1. 0 
4. The recursive equations 
The probability, PI, of correctly ranking all i of i randomly arriving items when an 
optimal procedure is used can easily be found from the following system of 
equations: Pi = max, Pj-,P,_ji-l, P, = 1, P, = 1. The first arrival should be assigned 
the rank j at which the above maximum occurs. 
The following theorem and its corollary provide an easily implemented recursive 
procedure for finding optimal strategies and the associated probability of correctly 
ranking m out of n items. 
Theorem 3. Let r(n, m) be the smallest integer satisfying 
(n - r),p1 max Pi--lPn~i,m-i[~r--l,Ol Drpll 
if0 
2 C k-‘(n - k- 1),-r max Pi_lP,~i,m_i[Sk,OlDk] 
k=r rio 
(11) 
Then thejirst candidate with a relative rank of 1 arriving on or after the time r( n, m) 
should be thejrst candidate to be selected. If this candidate arrives at time r, the value 
of i at which the maximum of Pi+,P,_i,,pi[S,_l,Ol D,-,] over nonzero i occurs is the 
rank that should be assigned. 
Proof. On multiplying both sides of (11) by r/n,,,, using (6) and noting that, for 
if 0, Pm,,,[S,,,) Rk, Ak = i, Dkpl] = Pi_lPn_i,mpi[Skpl,OJ Dk-,I, expression (11) is seen 
to be equivalent to 
n-m+, 
max pn,,[S,i I &I 3 r C 
1 
~ &x pn,m[sk,i 1 &I. 
if0 k=r+l (k-l)k i+o 
(12) 
Let r’ be the smallest r where maxi P,,,[ S,i 1 R,] occurs at some i # 0. The goal is 
to show that r’ equals the r( n, m) defined in the statement of the theorem. The proof 
consists of two steps - showing that r’ satisfies (12) and hence (1 l), and showing 
that (12) is not true for r < r’. 
Using Corollary 1, maxi P,,,[S,iI R,] must occur at i # 0 for all r * r’. Hence, 
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On noting that P[S,_,+,,, ( R,_,+,] = 0, the above equation can be solved recursively 
to yield the following equation for all r 2 r’- 1, 
n-m+, 
J’,,,JSr,o~RrI= r ,=F+, &maX p~,~[SkiIRk]~ 
I 
(13) 
The quantity r’ itself satisfies the above equation, thus completing the first part of 
the proof. 
The second part of the proof will use backward induction on r. First, from the 
definition of r’, 
max Pn,m[S,,-r,i I &-,I < Pn,m[Sr,-I,oI K-,1. 
i#O 
The right hand side of the above inequality equals the right hand side of (13) with 
r replaced by r’- 1. So (12) is not satisfied for r = r’- 1. This provides the starting 
point for the induction proof. 
Assume that (12) is not satisfied at r where r G r’- 1. The goal is to show that 
this implies that (12) must fail at r - 1. From Corollary 1, r’s r* + 2. So r is bounded 
by r* + 1. Using (6), noting that r(n - r),,_l is an increasing function for r s r*+ 1, 
max J’,,,[S,Pl,i 1 &,I s max Pn,m[X,I I&l. 
If0 if0 
Hence, if (12) is satisfied at r - 1, it must be true that 
max p,&S,, 1 RI 
if0 
1 n~l?l+l 
~--axP,,,[S,,(R,l+(r-l) C 
1 
r i+O 
~ mix pn,m[sk,i ( Rkl. 
k=r+l (k-l)k i#O 
On rearranging the above, 
n-m+1 
max Pa,,[S,i I RF12 r C 
1 
~ max Pn,m[Sk,i I &I. 
if0 k=r+l (k-l)k i#o 
However this contradicts the induction hypothesis, thus concluding the proof of 
the theorem. 0 
The following corollary can easily be derived and its proof is omitted. 
Corollary 2. Define R(r, n, m) to be max{r, r(n, m) - I}. Then, for r(n, m) > 1, 
Pn,m[Sr,ol = 
R(r, n, m) 
% 
X 
(n-k-l),_, 
k=:;:,rn, { k 
max ~i--L~n--i,m--i[Sk,O~ Dkl 
If0 
pn,mr x.0 I Ql = R(r, n, ml 
(n-r), 
X 
,=:i:, ml i 
(n-k-l),_, 
k 
max ~-lPti-i,m-i[sk,OIDkl 
if-0 
(1% 
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For r( n, m) = 1, 
5. Examples and computational complexity of procedure 
This section contains examples illustrating the use of the recursive equations of the 
preceding section. Explicit expressions for the m = 3 case are given in Example 3. 
Expressions for cases where m 2 4 can just as easily be obtained. However, such 
expressions have limited utility since it is quite simple, using the procedure of 
Section 4, to obtain numerical results for any given n and m. 
Example 1. n > m = 1. The first candidate with a relative rank of 1 that arrives on 
or after r( n, 1) should be selected. From (8), r(n, 1) is the smallest integer to satisfy 
l l+ .+l 12-+- . . - 
r r+l n-1’ 
Expressions (11) and (12) become 
pn,, [&,,I = Nr, n, 1) n 
and 
respectively, where R( r, n, 1) is max{r, r( n, 1) - l}. These expressions are simply the 
standard results for the classical secretary problem. 
Example 2. n > m = 2. From Lemma 2, the first selection should be assigned the 
rank of 2. Thus, from (S), r( n, 2) is the smallest integer to satisfy 
n-r-l n-r-2 1 
n-r> p+ -----++. .+- 
r r+l n-2’ 
Expressions (11) and (12) become, respectively, 
R(r, n, 2) n-2 
pn,,csr,,1 = c 
n-k-l 
n(n-1) k=R(r,n,2) k 
and 
R(r, n, 2) n-2 
pn,,c s.0 I a1 = 
n-k-l 
(n-r)(n-r-l) k=R(r,n,2) ’ k’ 
where R = max{ r, r( n, 2) - 1). The above expressions and selection rule are the same 
as those obtained by Rose (1982). 
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Example 3. n > m = 3. From Lemma 2, the first selection should be assigned either 
the rank 2 or 3. Hence, noting that P2 = 1 and P, = 1, 
max Pi-1pn-i,3-i[sr--l,0~ or-11 =max{Pn-2,~[Sr-t,01 Dr-tl, 9. 
if0 
So, using the results of Example 1, r(n, 3) is the smallest integer satisfying 
(n-r)(n-r-1)max 
R(r-1, n-2,1) 
n-r-1 k=R(r-I, n-2, 1) 
3 
“f3(n-k-l)(n-k-2)max 
k=r k 
Table 1 
Optimal first stopping times for 1, 2, 3 and 4 out of n problems 
n 4% 1) r(n, 2) r(n, 3) r(n, 4) 
1 1 - - - 
2 1 1 - 
3 2 1 1 - 
4 2 1 1 1 
5 3 2 1 1 
6 3 2 2 1 
7 3 2 2 1 
8 4 2 2 1 
9 4 2 2 1 
10 4 3 2 2 
11 5 3 2 2 
12 5 3 3 2 
13 6 3 3 2 
14 6 3 3 2 
15 6 4 3 2 
16 I 4 3 2 
17 I 4 3 2 
18 7 4 4 2 
19 8 4 4 3 
20 8 5 4 3 
21 9 5 4 3 
22 9 5 4 3 
23 9 5 4 3 
24 10 5 4 3 
25 10 6 5 3 
26 10 6 5 3 
27 11 6 5 3 
28 11 6 5 4 
29 11 7 5 4 
30 12 I 5 4 
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The first selection should be assigned the rank of 2 if its arrival time, r, satisfies 
;< 
R(r-1, n-2,1) 
n-(r-1) k=R(r-I, n-2.1) 
If the above is not satisfied, then the rank of 3 should be assigned to the first 
selection. Once the first selection has been made, the problem reduces to an m = 2 
problem. 
Example 4. Table 1 gives the values of r( n, m) for n s 30 and m s 4. Table 2 gives 
the rank that should be assigned to the first selection for the m = 3 problem. 
For example if n = 24 and m = 3, then the first selection should be given the rank 
of 3 if it arrives at times 4, 5 or 6; otherwise it should be assigned the rank of 2. 
Table 2 
Optimal rank assignment for first selection of 3 out of n problem 
n Assign rank of 2 Assign rank of 3 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 2-4 
7 2-5 
8 2-6 
9 3-7 
10 3-8 
11 3-9 
12 4-10 
13 4-11 
14 4-12 
15 4-13 
16 5-14 
17 5-15 
18 5-16 
19 5-17 
20 6-18 
21 6-19 
22 6-20 
23 6-21 
24 7-22 
25 7-23 
26 7-24 
27 7-25 
28 8-26 
29 8-27 
30 8-28 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3-4 
3-4 
4 
4 
4-5 
4-5 
4-5 
4-5 
4-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-7 
5-7 
5-7 
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Table 3 
Optimal rank assignment for first selection of 4 out of n problem 
n Assign rank of 2 Assign rank of 4 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
- 
- L 
4-7 2 
4-8 2-3 
4-9 2-3 
5-10 2-3 
5-11 2-4 
5-12 2-4 
6-13 3-4 
6-14 3-5 
7-15 3-5 
7-16 3-6 
7-17 3-6 
8-18 3-6 
8-19 3-7 
8-20 3-7 
9-21 4-7 
9-22 4-8 
9-23 4-8 
lo-24 4-8 
lo-25 4-9 
lo-26 4-9 
lo-27 5-9 
Table 3 contains optimal assignment rules for the first selection for the m = 4 problem. 
For the case where m = 2, it is always optimal to assign the rank of 2 to the first 
selection. For each m s 4 and n s 30 problem. Table 4 contains the probabilities of 
success when an optimal strategy is followed. 
The similarity of the solution for the general m out of n problem to the classical 
problem is striking. The solution to the classical problem is obtained by checking 
the partial sums of {r-l}. The solution of the 2 out of n problem involves checking 
the partial sums of {r-‘(n - r - 1)). Finding the solution to the m out of n prob- 
lem involves checking the partial sums of {r-‘(n - r- l)m-l~,,,r} where w,,, = 
maxi,, Pj-lPn-i,m_i[S,,o] D,]. The factor w,,, is the conditional probability that the 
remaining m - 1 top candidates will be selected and correctly ranked given that a 
selection is made at time r, that this selection is assigned the optimal rank for a first 
selection made at time r and that this assignment turns out to indeed be correct. 
For the classical secretary problem w,,,= 1 since only one selection is to be made. 
For the 2 out of n problem, Rose’s Theorem 1 or Lemma 2 of this paper show that 
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Table 4 
Maximal probabilities of success for 1, 2, 3 and 4 out of n problems 
n 
1 1 .oooo 
2 0.5000 
3 0.5000 
4 0.4583 
5 0.4333 
6 0.4278 
7 0.4143 
8 0.4098 
9 0.4060 
10 0.3987 
11 0.3984 
12 0.3955 
13 0.3923 
14 0.3917 
15 0.3894 
16 0.3881 
17 0.3873 
18 0.3854 
19 0.3850 
20 0.3842 
21 0.3828 
22 0.3827 
23 0.3819 
24 0.3812 
25 0.3809 
26 0.3801 
27 0.3798 
28 0.3795 
29 0.3787 
30 0.3787 
0.5000 
0.3333 
0.2500 
0.2167 
0.2139 
0.207 1 
0.1991 
0.1909 
0.1880 
0.1871 
0.1851 
0.1825 
0.1796 
0.1789 
0.1784 
0.1775 
0.1762 
0.1747 
0.1745 
0.1742 
0.1736 
0.1728 
0.1719 
0.1719 
0.1717 
0.1713 
0.1708 
0.1702 
0.1701 
0.3333 
0.1250 
0.1000 
0.0875 
0.0830 
0.0795 
0.0761 
0.0734 
0.07 11 
0.0686 
0.0685 
0.0679 
0.0671 
0.0662 
0.0654 
0.0646 
0.0644 
0.0641 
0.0639 
0.0635 
0.0630 
0.0626 
0.0625 
0.0624 
0.0622 
0.0620 
0.0617 
0.0615 
m=4 
- 
- 
0.1250 
0.0667 
0.0556 
0.0476 
0.0417 
0.0370 
0.0344 
0.0341 
0.0338 
0.0332 
0.0326 
0.0320 
0.03 14 
0.0308 
0.0301 
0.0297 
0.0297 
0.0296 
0.0295 
0.0293 
0.0291 
0.0289 
0.0287 
0.0285 
0.0283 
0.0283 
0.0282 
the first selection should always be assigned the rank of 2. Thus, conditioned on 
the first selection being correct, the item with a rank of 1 is certain to be selected. 
Hence, w,,, = 1. 
Assuming that all s d m - 1 out of ks n subproblems have been solved, the 
problem of when to make the first selection in the m out of n problem involves no 
more than O(mn) calcuiations. The solution to the classical secretary problem 
involves O(n) calculations. (The factor m appears in the expression for the m out 
of n problem due to the fact that w,,, involves the comparison of m - 1 quantities 
and (n - r - l),,-, requires m - 1 multiplications.) Thus, it is a very simple matter 
to generate a solution to an m out of n problem once all the s s m - 1 and k s n 
subproblems have been solved. 
Generating the solution to all 1 out of k problems with k s n involves O(n*) 
calculations. Once these are solved, the solution of all 2 out of n problems 
requires no more than an additional 0(2n2) calculation, etc. Thus a complete solution 
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for all s out of k problems where s s m and ks n involves no more than 
0((1+2+. . . + m)n’) = 0( m’n’) calculations. Making m selections out of n instead 
of 1 increases the complexity of simultaneously solving all k G n problems by no 
more than a factor of m2. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper it has been shown that the solution procedure for the classical secretary 
problem can be extended in a natural way to the problem of ranking and selecting 
the best m out of n items. Specifically, it has been shown that the determination of 
when to make a selection requires considering the partial sums of a sequence each 
of whose terms consist of three components: the same factor C’ as for the classical 
secretary problem, the factor (n - r - l),_* and the term w,,, which is the conditional 
probability of being successful at selecting and ranking the remaining items. 
This paper builds on the result that the problem of ranking and selecting the best 
m out of n items can be considered as a sequence of lower dimensional prob!ems. 
The key result needed for the solution to the classical secretary problem is that there 
exists a time beyond which the first candidate to arrive with a relative rank of 1 
should be selected. Freeman (1989) comments that a common defect in many papers 
dealing with secretary problem is “that they assume rather than prove that the 
optimal policy will be of the form ‘reject the first r - 1 applicants, then accept the 
first. . .’ this is, of course, not necessarily true.. .” It has been shown in Section 3 
that this important stopping theorem extends to the general m out of n problem. 
With this fact established, Section 4 provides recursive equations for solving the 
general problem. 
Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 2(b). Let X = min{A& : k < r}. then, conditioning on X, 
n-r+2 
P[A,=ilR,,D,_,]= C PIA,=i(R,,D,_,,X=j]PIX=jIR,,D,_l] 
j=m+l 
n--r+2 
For j> m, 
=j=;+, o/i-WW=jl% Or-J. (AlI 
P[X =jlK,, RI = P[X =j, RIIP[% Kll 
= P[R,lX =j]P[X = j]/P[R,, II-,] 
n-j 
j-l ( > =p r-2 (P[R,, D,-l]}p’. 
n-r+1 n 
( > r-l 
(A21 
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Again condition on X to obtain 
P[R, &II = P[L,IJ’[R 1 or-,1 
n-r+2 
= 
( ) 
C 
n 
P[R, 1 X =_A k,IP[X =j ( LJ 
j=m+l 
r-l 
= ~~ 
n 
( ) r-l 
Use (A3) and (A2) to rewrite (Al) as 
(A3) 
P[A,=i(R,,D,_,]= 1 {;:I (:I;)}/(;%: (j-1) (:z;)} . 
After some algebraic manipulation the right hand side of the above expression can 
be seen to equal the quantity [m + [ n - m - (r - l)]/ r]-’ for i c m. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2(c). All realisations of the set of values {A,,, , Art*, . . . , A,} have 
the same probability, l/(,Y,), of occurring. For the event D, to occur, all of the 
values 1,2,..., m must occur in the set {A,,, , Ar+2,. . . , A,,}. There are (,,l;$) 
ways for this to happen. Hence, 
Use the above expression and the fact that 
PIArcI> m 1 D,l= p[Dr+J/f’[Q1 
to obtain the required result. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2(d). The first part of the proof is to show that for k 2 r, 
max P[S,i I &, Dk--lls max P[S,+,,i I &+I, RI. (A4) 
I 
The proof will be by induction. The claim is clearly true for k 2 n - m + 1. Assume 
itistruefork+l,k+2,..., n. From the assumption of the lemma, 
%%,,I Rk, D-,1 = 1 mm P[S,,i) Rx, Dxp,IJ’[X = x I Rk, Dk--ll, (A5) 
x2ktl i 
where X = first time after k that a candidate with a relative rank of 1 appears. Apply 
the induction hypothesis to the above to obtain 
p[sk,O( Rk, Dk-,la max p[sk+l,OI Rk+, , RI. i 
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Thus if (A4) is not true for k, 
w%,oI&, a-,l’max mbl~k, a-11, 
which would contradict the assumption of the lemma. 
From the assumption of the lemma, 
W-,,OI %I, or-,1 = C mm fY&, 1 R,, DypIIP[ Y= Y 1 R,-, , %,I, yar i 
where Y = first time on or after r that a candidate with a relative rank of 1 appears. 
Apply (A4) to the above expression to obtain 
P[S,-,,o( R-1 , Q-4 s P[S,i 1 R, k11. 
The statement of the lemma follows by noting that 
P[S,, I Rr, or-,1 = fl-lp[Ar = i 1 R, o,-,lP,-i,rn-i[S,-,,0I or-l1 
and applying Lemma 2, part (b). 0 
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